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Q79: Do you have suggestions for how the RIPE NCC can improve the RIPE Meeting experience?

- More workshops
- Hands-on training
- More training sessions, just Monday morning is not enough
- More technical focused training and info, possibly interactive
Q80: Is there anything that would encourage you to attend a RIPE Meeting?

- Location, location, location. And teleportation
- Continuous learning and experience exchange
- More technical trainings: IPv6, DNS, Security
- More practical training
- Real life workshops like APNIC
- Interesting technical workshops
Survey - Actions

• Communications and Training departments to investigate options and decide best option for RIPE 69 and RIPE 70

Questions

• When?
  • Before? After? During? Parallel?

• What?
Questions?
In 2013, the RIPE NCC ran 115 training courses in 31 different countries, with a total of 2,347 participants.